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Background 
Therapeutic Goods Administration (TGA) initiated a major business transformation project in 

January, 2016 to redevelop its Conformity Assessment Process for the medical industry.  

Manufacturers of medical devices must be able to demonstrate that both the device itself and 

manufacturing processes used to make the device conform to the requirements of the Therapeutic 

Goods Legislation. The Conformity Assessment process ensures that products placed on the market 

conform to these regulatory requirements. In particular, it provides objective evidence of the safety, 

performance, benefits and risks for a specific medical device.  

To demonstrate that a manufacturer has been assessed and that appropriate systems are in place to 

manufacture the device safely, a Conformity Assessment certificate is issued as evidence by the 

Therapeutic Goods Administration (TGA). To obtain this certificate a manufacturer provides evidence 

to the TGA to be assessed which includes technical documents for the device design, manufacturing 

processes, risk analysis and clinical evidence.  

The Problem 
The existing paper-based application form for this process was long and cumbersome to complete 

and prone to errors or omissions which required additional follow up from TGA staff.  The 

Department wished to improve the user experience for the medical industry and increase the 

efficiency of the internal processes by implementing 1). a new intelligent electronic form to replace 

the existing paper-based application form and 2). a new internal application to assist in the ongoing 

management of the Conformity Assessment process and the issued certificates.   

The Solution 
The new solution comprised a modern multi-page electronic form built using K2 to be used by the 

medical industry to submit their application for a Conformity Assessment certificate for their 

devices.  Part of the build of these new applications was to develop the look and feel of the interface 

to comply with the Department’s web styling and usability standards.  This required the 

development of a new K2 theme and DynAPPix was heavily involved in this process both in an 

advisory and development capacity.  DynAPPix’s vast experience in HTML, CSS and JavaScript was 

found to be invaluable to the Department in the implementation of their custom K2 theme and 

several custom K2 form controls. 

A new certificate repository (a custom SQL data store) was also built to store the details of the 

certificate application process and also the outcome.  DynAPPix was responsible for the 

requirements analysis, design and development of the repository which was built as an MS SQL data 

store.  The repository had a new modern front end application built using K2.  This application was 

used by the Department to manage the processing and issuance of certificates.  Having all this 



 

information in a central repository also allowed the Department to produce new reports for the 

process, the certificates and the devices being assessed.   

Numerous integrations were required to allow both the front end application form and the back end 

repository to access Departmental LoB systems crucial to the process.  The systems consisted of 

such systems as CRM, Record Management, centralised master data stores, organisational decision 

management and enterprise service buses.  This required building numerous new API services and 

the K2 Service Brokers to consume them.  The APIs required accessing the source systems via both 

REST interfaces and via direct database access.   

To ensure maximum benefit for the Department where possible the interfaces created were built in 

a general purpose fashion.  This allowed numerous other development projects running in parallel to 

use and benefit from these new APIs and service brokers thereby speeding their progress.  Building 

the new APIs also required DynAPPix to collaborate with other teams within the Department to 

facilitate the creation, testing and operation of the new APIs and service brokers. 

During this engagement DynAPPix also implemented their pioneering K2 DevOps capability for the 

Department enabling rapid and consistent K2 solution deployment.  This was a first in the K2 

community that allowed an end-to-end automated, hands-off deployment of a K2 solution involving 

all its components (themes, custom controls, service brokers, service instances and the K2 package 

itself) using Octopus Deploy.  This allowed operations staff that were not skilled K2 users to be able 

to deploy the solutions to production with a single click of an approval. 

The Process 
DynAPPix was engaged by the Department to lead K2 development in implementing the secure 

electronic form to capture a manufacturer’s evidence for assessment and the repository for TGA 

staff to manage the certificates. This engagement spanned 16 months and involved DynAPPix 

providing a hybrid on site / remote site engagement methodology to:  

a. Provide technical leadership around best practice approaches to employing K2;  

b. Develop a form to capture a manufacturers evidence and a repository to manage 

certificates;  

c. Integrate the K2 platform with other Departmental technologies; and  

d. Communicate effectively with executives, business users, customers and contract IT 

specialists;  

DynAPPix operated in conjunction with many other Departmental resources and teams under an 

Agile project management framework to facilitate the rapid outcome the Department needed.  

DynAPPix worked closely with the Medical Devices team to ensure that the resulting product would 

meet their needs.  This was enabled by DynAPPix’s ability to rapidly produce a prototype form and 

present that to the business users to enable them to visualise the end product and gain valuable 

feedback early in the development process. 

DynAPPix also assisted the Department in engaging with the medical devices industry by 

participating in a business user UAT session to demonstrate and promote the new application 

interface.  Feedback from this session formed a valuable part of the process to finalise the 

development of the application form. 



 

The DynAPPix Hybrid Engagement Methodology consisted of placing a senior DynAPPix resource 

continually onsite (on a rolling basis) while the rest of the development team were located off-site.  

By ensuring the on-site resource had an awareness of all the project components they could 

effectively interact with the Department’s project teams and communicate back to the rest of the 

DynAPPix team to focus the development effort.  This methodology both minimised the cost to the 

department whilst maximising the effectiveness of the development effort. 

Customer Feedback 
 

Dr Eric Kordt          
Director of Regulatory Applications  
Architecture, Regulatory and Business Systems Branch  
Department of Health (Commonwealth)  

 

“Throughout this engagement DynAPPix were found to share the values of the Australian Public 

Service (honesty, integrity, responsiveness and professionalism) and demonstrated a commitment to 

helping the Department achieve its outcomes.  

In June 2017 DynAPPix successfully assisted the Department in delivering the electronic form 

capturing manufacturer’s evidence and the certificate repository. These deliverables have received 

extremely positive feedback from industry.  

Based on the Department’s experience I would strongly recommend DynAPPix.“ 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


